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As we awaken to our true multidimensional humanity, we become aware of our
unlimited consciousness abilities of Infinite Being. We are Infinite Divine Being in
unity consciousness experiencing the cosmos through incarnate form. Within a
heart-centered consciousness in Divine unity, we can experience a seamless
harmonic communication exchange of pure meaning. This type of direct
communication from the higher mind in the heart has been historically referred to as
“telepathy.” We will find that the unveiled frictionless frequencies of information
transmission and decoding in a telepathic consciousness are very natural in a higher
dimensional humanity.
The Fear-Based Conflict, Control, and Separation Matrix Infecting Humanity
For thousands of years, humanity on Earth has experienced the spirit, soul, and
body within a very limited 3D frequency band of consciousness through the five
physical senses and the fear-based egoic level of the mind. The false system of fear,
conflict, control, and separation has conditioned human consciousness to decode
and sense life experience in dense energetic frequencies of extreme limitation and
disharmony. By being restricted to a slower and dense frequency range of conflict,
the pure flow of love and creativity of the true Divine human has been blocked by
fear-based thoughts, negative emotional encoding, traumas, and body armour. This
restricted flow of human multidimensional energies reduces life force, and thus
inhibits love, creative expression, and the natural state of the physical body that is
beyond all disease.
As a result of the narrow frequency band of fear-based duality perception, humanity
has negative emotional encodings and limiting beliefs in a separation of the
conscious and unconscious mind. The restriction to the very narrow frequency band
of information that is consciousness vibrating at a dense level of the physical has
veiled humanity from its true capabilities of nonlocal consciousness in Divine Being.
All of the accumulated traumas, attachments to lower frequency emotions, and
repetitive limiting thought patterns have reduced the full energetic transduction and
emanation capability of the heart center.
Higher Dimensional Communication and Creativity
With the full capacity of the heart to experience and express the higher dimensional
light and love of the Divine, humanity can restore the ability of the higher mind
through the brain to decode, transmit, and express multiple frequencies and
bandwidths of information and consciousness. The higher mind operating from within
the organization of the heart has the abilities of instantaneous memory, telepathic
consciousness, multichannel telepathy, bi-location and beyond, teleportation,
harmonic cellular regeneration, and intentional creativity and manifestation. In this
article, we will focus on the ability and experience of telepathic consciousness.

We are infinite and eternal souls experiencing our awareness with the physical
frequencies of consciousness that organize and express as the physical vehicle of
the body. We are experiencing a level of incarnate form that is humanity on Earth.
The current experience of incarnation has been in a very dense range of inharmonic
duality within the third dimension. The level of conflict, control, and separation that
has been conditioning Earth humanity for thousands of years does not reflect who
humanity truly is as infinite multidimensional beings.
There are many dimensions and levels of experiencing incarnations within the
universe. The true Divine freedom of the human being can best learn in a
consciousness of infinite choice of love and creativity within the incarnate
experience. Most incarnate soul experiences within the many dimensions of the
cosmos experience their soul evolution in these frequencies of consciousness. Earth
humanity now has a choice to awaken and ascend to these harmonic frequencies
and move beyond the severe control frequencies that have enslaved and imprisoned
the incarnate experience on this planet.
Communication that is non-local, multidimensional, harmonic and of pure meaning is
foundational to the learning through unlimited love and creativity. Living from a heartcentered unity consciousness is a fully cooperative experience of our unique being in
shared unity with others. The seamless, open, free, and purely understood
communication of telepathic consciousness is natural to our unique soul experience
and our shared activity to further unlimited creative human expression of Divine
Being.
Language in a Limited 3D Frequency
The story of the Tower of Babel is one aspect of the narrow frequency of human
communication that has impeded our true nature. When the negative force
intervened within humanity on Earth, the resulting consciousness encodings
restricted awareness to a level of miscommunication, misperception, and
misunderstanding of the egoic mind using symbol and sound within a fear-based
consciousness. There is a limitation of knowing through language communication
using 2D and 3D symbols and frequencies in visible light and in the auditory range of
the present physical senses.
Currently, language in the visual and auditory band of the human physical senses
within the limited 3D consciousness is only partial. The 3D language tools are
incapable of communicating full meaning. The meaning is greatly stepped down and
must be interpreted. Thus, at this level humanity is constantly working under a dark
veil of misperception and misinterpretation. As a result, the egoic mind works
incessantly to deal with this conflict and creates tremendous background noise and
static. In this type of language communication through stepped down frequencies
that do not have the energy to carry precise information, meaning is diluted and
distorted. Within this dense frequency band, humanity never has full unimpeded
communication. There is always a level of disharmonic friction.
When the senses and communication abilities are limited to a particular 3D
bandwidth, the only way to receive and express pure meaning is in silence beyond
words. We can do this, even in the vastly reduced level of decoding consciousness

in 3D, because we have multidimensional awareness of infinite consciousness as
souls in Divine Being. We can directly communicate the love of the Divine which
infinitely transcends the slow and friction based frequencies of 3D language.
Before we discuss our awakening to the full message communication of the higher
mind in a heart-centered consciousness, we need to describe one other capability of
the visible and audible frequencies of language. While we are focusing on the severe
limitations of this form of communication as compared to our higher dimensional
communication abilities in a much broader spectrum of energy, we will first mention
the gifts of even this lower level communication. First, the ability to communicate the
level of meaning that we currently do in 3D is a remarkable use of just the current
visible light frequency and present frequencies of hearing. It is a powerful intelligent
use of the lower level 3D communication tools to communicate a relatively high level
of meaning with the limits of symbols and sound combinations within the narrow
range of the present decoding capabilities of humans for light and sound.
Secondly, words in symbols and sounds do have the ability to hold and emanate the
frequencies of consciousness of the communicator. Even higher dimensional
meaning can be encoded within the sequencing and expression of words and multifrequencies of sound, as well as carrying the frequencies of intent, emotions, and
feelings of the communicator. The soul has found ways to communicate its essence
even among the most limiting and narrow frequency bands. Even with some level of
success within daunting limitation, it remains extremely challenging to communicate
through perpetual inharmonic and conflicting energies that cannot convey full
meaning.
Higher Dimensional Mind and Body Communication within the Heart
Humanity is awakening and evolving beyond its narrow level of consciousness in
dense 3D frequencies. We are healing the conditioning and attachments to low level
trauma frequencies and opening to the full capacity of heart consciousness to
receive and emanate higher dimensional energy. Within the heart, the full
capabilities of the mind and physical brain can return to humanity. In order for
humans to see, hear, feel, and know in the fullness of multidimensional and nonlocal
frequencies, the nervous system must be balanced. This balance will enable the part
of the hormonal system through the pituitary gland, hypothalamus, and the pineal
gland to decode and transmit higher frequencies of light. With the heart
consciousness remembering the infinite unity of the soul in Divine Being, biophotons
can communicate through the cellular network of the body through a DNA
manifestation that expresses the Divine human.
We begin to open to our full meaning and conflict free communication at the 5D and
6D frequencies of consciousness. In telepathic consciousness, there are no longer
any 3D interference frequencies of the uncertain conscious mind and the
unconscious mind chatter. The awareness of the Divine consciousness from the
higher mind within the heart and through the body is a noiseless, no static state.
Therefore, in this harmonic awareness without the friction of conflict, humanity is free
to love, and create as both personal souls and in intersubjective unity with other
humans and all of creation.

The higher mind frequencies are able to communicate the full message without
misunderstanding in all situations. This frees the soul incarnate to fully create and to
develop their soul evolution. Within this consciousness of complete loving
communication without the veils, misperceptions, and conflict, humanity can express
infinite choice and creativity. All choices have no conflict or negative impact on other
souls. Infinite intelligence organizes in cooperative frequencies to enable ever higher
levels of creativity. The gifts of all souls will be working in harmonic conjunction with
other souls to further their own soul evolution and creativity and their shared
experiences and gifts.
There is no misperception of meaning and nothing is hidden between personal souls.
At this dimensional level of consciousness, there is a whole new meaning of teacher,
student, and learning. It is a cooperative exchange of information to further the
creative mission of each. The understanding and flow of information is open as all
parties intuitively know the information and knowledge that is meant to be exchanged
in order to further their purpose in love and creativity.
Within the higher dimensional consciousness in Divine unity, communication is a
telepathic exchange where the parties know the meaning of the shared encounter.
The dynamic power of higher frequency light is uninhibited by doubt, fear,
misunderstanding, or competitive conflict. Each unique soul in total freedom works in
unity with others within the cooperative purpose for knowledge in furthering the
infinity of creativity and love.
Within the heart-centered consciousness in Divine unity, we have full memory and
instantaneous nonlocal communication to all in the universe through our
multidimensional Being. Fifth dimensional life and beyond is a dynamic interchange
conveying information through our multisensory and multichannel mind within an
incarnate physical body that can tune and emanate these frequencies. May we
continue to awaken to our true Divine human consciousness so as to remember,
restore, and evolve our harmonic telepathic consciousness on Earth.
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